
8 Orthography

The following are the orthographical conventions used in this dictionary:

Consonants:
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Western dialect a continuant plus h syllable initial represents a breathy syllable, for

example, /mhe/ is phonetically [me]. The combination /yh/ is sometimes realised as a

fronted velar or palatal fricative [9], especially before a voiceless affricate c, as in

[pa^tss] payh.ca 'Let us two go'.

The glottal plosive is not usually realised as a fully articulated plosive; but rather as

glottal tension accompanied by a high/high-falling tone (Eastern dialect), or mid-falling

(Western dialect). The question might be asked as to whether the glottal would be better

treated as a suprasegmental feature, giving a tone or stress contrast. However, the

glottal occurs in mutually exclusive distribution with other plosives or A, so that if it

were regarded as a suprasegmental then many syllables (those with final plosives or h)

could not have contrastive tone (or stress).

For the Eastern dialect, the validity of regarding the glottal plosive as phonemic in

syllable-initial position (immediately before a vowel) is also open to question, as there is

no contrast with its absence. However, the glottal plosive closely parallels in its

distribution the other glottalic consonant A, which definitely does occur as a syllable

onset before a vowel. And where a syllable-final glottal immediately precedes a syllable

having an initial glottal, as in tha?.?a Tt sufficed for all', there often is, as predicted

from the analysis, considerable glottal activity, in the form of laryngealisation, giving

phonetically [thgq]. Another point to note is that where either ? or h occur as syllable

onset in a non-initial syllable they assimilate to the final consonant of the preceding

syllable, unless this final consonant is preceded by y, in which case the ? or h becomes y

(as illustrated in the next paragraph).

The combination /yC/ where C is a /:, /; or /z occurs syllable finally. The on-glided

consonants could be regarded as another series of palatal consonants c,ji or g, though it

would be difficult to identify this series syllable initially. When this combination occurs

in a syllable-final position before a glottal plus vowel the combination /yC.?V/ is

phonetically [jCjV], that is, the consonant is palatally released, as, for example, in

J3yt?o [jsjkjo] 'bitten'.

The sibilant s is realised as a postalveolar [f] before front vowels and y, and as an

alveolar [s] elsewhere. The affricates c andy similarly become postalveolar before front

vowels and y.

Vowels move forwards and upwards after (and to a lesser extent before) the palatal

semivowel y. Thus lya/ is phonetically [jas] and /yu/ is [ju]. When y and w occur

before the close-mid central vowel 3 the resulting combinations, /ya/ and /wa/, are

sometimes only variants of e and o, respectively, as in thet—thyat- 'tear at (esp. with

teeth)'. In other instances however, such as open syllables, there is contrast, as in tya-

'puir and te- 'beg'. The relationship between the labial on-glide and the corresponding

vowel is best seen across dialects, as in Eastern hwat- 'ask a question' versus Bujheli

hot-.

Syllable breaks are indicated by '.' and usually coincide with morpheme breaks

(except in onomatopoeic forms and loan words). They are included in the vernacular

form of an entry or gloss to distinguish, for example, Isip.la/ [Jip.la] from Isi.pla/

[Ji:.pla]. Where the vowel of an initial syllable is reduplicated the syllable break is

made after the reduplicated vowel. That is, for example, nuk- 'hide' has a reduplicated

derivative written as nuku- 'be hiding' (not nu.ku- which would obscure the

relationship).
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